
A big step towards a sustainable digital 
subscription model



● After a growth in revenue fueled by volume, Bergens Tidendes digital subscription was due for its 
first price increase since launch in 2013 – in order to secure further revenue growth and starting on 
the path of creating a financially viable alternative to print

● Increasing the price meant that we would expose ourselves of losing volume digitally – which could 
erode the effect of increasing the price

● By introducing new features and a structure consisting of three digital subscriptions we managed 
to lessen an increase in stops, minimize a decrease in renewal rates and direct users to a higher 
price point 

● Throughout the year we managed to increase our digital user revenue by 44% 



BT launched a 
digital
subscription
in 2013
● Access to editorial content on website
● Loyalty program
● Print available as an e-paper
● Option to share subscription with a family 

member
● 199,- NOK per month



Our digital subscriber 
base has been 
growing steadily 
each year

● In 2018 we reached 40.000 digital 
subscribers, surpassing print to 
become our largest subscriber base

● In order to sustain this growth in 
volume the price had not been 
adjusted since launch

● Which in turn meant that the average 
revenue per user (ARPU) was declining



In order to sustain 
the revenue growth 
a price increase
was necessary 

● A 25% price increase for current 
digital subscribers was planned in 
april 2019

● First step towards building a 
sustainable digital subscription able 
to replace print 



Our main concern of 
the price increase
was offsetting the 
growth in volume

● Naturally the growth would slow 
down

● Nevertheless, our goal was to 
sustain growth in our digital 
subscriber base

● This meant that we needed to 
reduce the churn of existing 
subscribers and keep the renewal 
rate from dropping 
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In order to address those 
concerns, and harvest the 
value of upcoming product 
improvements, we decided 
to implement a digital 
Good-Better-Best model

Basic 
229,- NOK

Premium 
279,- NOK

Family 
329,- NOK



New features
were introduced
for Premium and 
Family

● Daily crossword and sudoku – 
previously only available on print

● A digital archive of every print 
edition since the launch of BT in 
1868



Also, we wanted 
to accentuate 
subscription sharing  

“Would be nice to 
share content with 

the entire household.”

● Not a new feature – however unclear 
and under communicated 

● Surveys had shown that this was 
important to many of our users

● The new structure enabled us to 
easily distinguish between number of 
users and willingness to pay



We restructured the 
sales poster in order to 
adjust for the new 
products and 
highlight their benefits  

Number of 
users are 
illustrated 
clearly

Showcasing the 
missing features of 
Basic

Premium is the 
default 
alternative upon 
opening sales 
poster



Premium became our 
most popular 
subscription by far – 
resulting in an estimated 
increase in 
digital ARPU by 29% 
on new subscribers

Allocation after the first year



We also created a new 
onboarding tailored for 
each of the products – 
using both in-app 
touchpoints and e-mail 
to help new subscribers 
discover the full width of 
the product

Day 1

Day 2

Day 4

Day 5

Day 7

Day 11

Welcome message

“Share your subscription”

Get started

Digital print 
edition

Crossword and 
Sudoku

Digital archives



Leading to a
50% increase in subscription 
sharing during the first month*  

Subscription sharing is 
estimated to reduce churn 
score** by 39% for each 
subscriber



Ultimately, with an average 
increase of 31%* in 
subscription prices, we still 
saw a net growth of 15%** 
in digital subscribers   

Day 27 - Making sure the 
subscribers has made use 
of all features before they 
make choice of renewal



Current subscribers were 
offered Premium at a 
10% discount if they 
remained subscribers – 
losing this price if they 
were to cancel

Current subscribers 
were notified of the 
price increase as well 
as new features and 
their exclusive offer



Compared to similar papers 
performing the same price 
increase
we experienced a      
15% lower churn on 
current subscribers 

Antichurn page 
offering subscribers to 
downgrade to a more 
affordable subscription 
rather than quitting



At the end of 2019 we 
could report a 20% 
increase in digital ARPU 
and a 44% increase in 
digital subscription 
revenue




